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122 ?? 72 ?????
89 ?? 43 ??????
81 ??? 36 ?????
65 ?? 29 ??????
63 ?? 27 ????
46 ?? 23 ?????
38 ?? 22 ?????
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28 ?? 21 ?????
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?? snippet? 12,411 26,075 4,629
???????? 5,090 10,348 2,203
??? 1??? 3,609 7,120 955
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4???? [9]?????? c = 5????
260 ???????????????????
(1) WEBPMI?Web????????????CPMI?????????????????????
(2) WEBPMI???????????CPMI? n-gram??? (n = 1, 2, 3)?
CPMI????????????????????? P ?Q??????? 3????????
??????
DB-A: P ???? N-gram????????
DB-B: Q???? N-gram????????
DB-C: N-gram?????????????? (possible n-grams in P : possiblem-grams in Q) occur-
rences (1 ≤ n ≤ 3, 1 ≤ m ≤ 3).
????????? 2??????????
P: How about a bus?
Q: Nice idea
?????? 3?? 2??????????????????(1) “how about: nice idea”, (2)
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? 8: Results in SMALL-SET
Accuracy Precision Recall Fβ=1
human-A 79.28 83.33 75.34 79.13
human-B 75.71 78.26 73.97 76.05
human-C 70.71 71.62 72.6 72.10
Overlap 61.42 58.71 87.67 70.32
simr 61.42 72.09 42.46 53.44






human-A, B, and C:??????????????
Overlap: ???????????????????
????????????????? TRUE????;??????? FALSE??????
simr: simr??????????? TRUE????;??????? FALSE??????











? 9: ????????????? Kappa?
Human-A Human-B Human-C Overlap simr simd
Human-A - 0.78 (0.56)⊕ 0.74 (0.49)⊕ 0.52 (0.08)� 0.60 (0.20) 0.65 (0.28)
Human-B - 0.73 (0.47)⊕ 0.54 (0.09)� 0.60 (0.21) 0.62 (0.25)
Human-C - 0.59 (0.15)� 0.52 (0.05)� 0.62 (0.25)
Overlap - 0.63 (0.21) 0.45 (0.13)�
simr - 0.56 (0.16)�
simd -
*??????? κ?????�? κ??????slight??????????⊕? κ??????moderate??????
????
? 10: ?? CPHI ?????????








?? ? ?? 6.93
????? ???? 6.80
?? ?? 6.73
? ? ????? 6.72
False Positive??????????????????????? false negative??????????




? 8 ????????, simd ? simr ? Overlap?????????????????????
Overlap? simr ?????????????fair agreement; 0.2 < κ < 0.4??????????
simr ??????????????????????? (slight agreement; κ < 0.2????????























































































???????? ?????????????? ??? (%)?
????????
?????? ??? ? 24
?????? ?????????????? ? 38
???????
??? JAL? ? 36
??? ???????? ? 28
???? ????? ? 35
??? ???? ? 61
???????????
????? ? JAL? ? 36
????? ? JAL????????? ? 81
????? ????? ? 38
????? ??????? ? 61
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
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